By Chris Crowhurst
I doubt many people would disagree with the statement that the ﬁrst roll you learn is probably the
hardest. This past year I have had the pleasure of working with many novice paddlers who wanted
to learn their ﬁrst Greenland roll; each experienced different challenges. Through my experiences
of teaching I have seen three distinct categories of obstacles that people tend to experience:
1. equipment; 2. physical ﬁtness; and 3. mental ﬁtness.
Rather than dive into the mechanics of learning your
ﬁrst roll, this article highlights the obstacles that you can
remove or deal with before attempting to learn to roll,
thereby improving your probability of success.

Equipment
At their ﬁrst rolling training session most people show
up enthusiastically with their boats and gear, eager
to mimic those people they have seen rolling. Many
are ill-equipped and do not appreciate the additional
challenge their equipment can create for them to learn
that elusive ﬁrst roll.

Kayak size and shape
Many people seem to buy boats that are too big
for them as their ﬁrst kayak; these ‘cruisers’ are
comfortable boats that sit tall and seem nice and
stable. Large stable boats have two challenges for
the beginning roller: big wide boats can be stable
upside down too. Boats that have a large primary
or secondary stability when upside down cause the
paddler to need to overcome this tipping point during
the phase of the roll when they are underwater and
least comfortable. They will also need more exertion of
their core and leg muscles, in ways that they are not
yet familiar with.
Larger boats generally have higher back decks, and
consequently higher cockpit rims. The consequence of
high cockpit rims is that it makes it harder to layback
due to the position of the kayakers butt and back
relative to the coaming edge. Some boats also come
with backrests that rise up above the cockpit coaming,
exacerbating the height problem still further.
When presented with a paddler in their boat I ask them
to lie back while I am in the water next to them to
balance their boat. I place my hand behind their head
and measure the gap. If it’s more than a ﬁst height, it is
going to be a harder experience for them and I will ﬁrst
attempt to adjust their boat and seating position. If that
doesn’t help, I will suggest they learn ﬁrst in one of my
boats to get comfortable with the body movements,
before they try and get their own boat rolling.
Rolling is easiest when the paddler has a strong positive
contact between their legs and the kayak, whether with
a traditional masik, foam thigh braces or just a sheet
of foam resting on their thighs. Make sure they are in
contact with the boat at all times so they can quickly
apply leg pressure when needed. If they have to hunt
for the side of the kayak to make contact with their
legs, they will have a tough time when upside down.
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Consider moving the foot pegs to force their legs to be
in constant contact with the kayak. Remember though
that when learning we all tend to use too much pressure
and end up bruising our legs. Make sure appropriate
padding exists, or at least warn the paddler to expect
bruising and pain if they don’t have it.

Spraydecks
It is fairly rare to be teaching a ﬁrst roll to someone
wearing a tuilik (a traditional Greenland paddling jacket
and spray deck, combined). More often than not,
ﬁrst-timers show up with a nylon spraydeck which
has little to no stretch in it. Once you have the paddler
comfortably able to lie back, put the spraydeck on and
see how it impacts their fore and aft stretching. By
loosening the waist and lowering it, you can generally
get it so the skirt is not inhibiting ﬂexibility. Once you
have tested it in fore and aft, consider the rotation and
sideways impact also. A good test is to get them into
the balance/static brace position while you support
them and see what the spraydeck is doing. Is it tight
and tugging at them? If it is, then try loosening it more
to allow them to twist and bend without restriction.

Paddles
As a ‘skinny-sticker’ (one who kayaks with a Greenland
Paddle), I would prefer to be teaching people with
a GP also, but this is not always the situation I ﬁnd
myself in. If teaching using a European paddle then
there are a couple of considerations to help make that
ﬁrst roll easier to learn. First, is the feather adjustable?
If so, make the blade unfeathered. This allows the
paddler to easily use the paddle in an extended
position and be conﬁdent about the power blade
angle. Secondly, I look for buoyancy in the paddle
(the more the better). A heavier metal shaft with hard
plastic blades offers little to no buoyancy to help
the paddler and can hinder the roll as the paddle’s
own weight in water needs to be overcome during
the roll. When coaching I bring a series of different
Greenland Paddles with me, from a monster 92-inch
to a diminutive 66-inch storm. The different sizes allow
the paddlers to feel the different beneﬁts of the paddle
such as buoyancy, surface area and leverage. As
students progress, I use ever-reducing sizes to reduce
the paddlers’ dependency on the paddle.

PFDs
PFDs or buoyancy aids are a vital piece of safety gear
for a paddler; in many cases however, they make it
harder for a paddler to recover onto the back deck
of their kayak. Additionally, the PDF can catch on the
edge of the kayak, deck lines or day hatch covers.
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Without question, becoming comfortable and relaxed
with the idea of hanging upside down in the kayak,
providing themselves the time to orientate their body
and mind, will help paddlers get their ﬁrst roll.

Examine the paddler’s PFD and boat and see if you
can reduce the impact of the PFD. If necessary,
consider working with them in shallow water where
you can comfortably stand up next to them; if
this is possible, remove the PFD to eliminate any
hindrance it is causing. Removing the PFD can
have a negative consequence, however, as it will
decrease the paddler’s buoyancy, which can then
make the roll tougher. Evaluate the rewards either
way but make sure that you do not leave them
unattended without their PFD on. Remember,
they don’t have a roll to save them if they ﬂip, and
eventually you will want them to be able to roll with
their PFD on.

Noseclips and earplugs
No one should learn to roll without nose clips
(unless perhaps you are learning in sea water)
and, if you are in a pool, swimming goggles. The
sinus pressure that can be created by repeated
rolling without nose clips can cause intense pain.
Some people also beneﬁt from the use of earplugs.
Although these do have the downside of making
it harder to communicate during training sessions,
they can help reduce the disorientation and pain
that can come from water in the ear.

water so they can breath: no surprise. Now have
them rotate so one of their shoulders is pointing
to the bottom and the other to the sky. Obviously
their head is now underwater or they are straining
their neck in a vain attempt to get a gasp of air.
Using this technique is a useful way to have them
appreciate the importance of being able to get their
shoulders ﬂat on the water.

Hamstring stretch
Forward ﬁnishing rolls demand that the paddler
is able to stay very low and forward on the kayak
deck. This is only achievable if the paddler has
the ability to stretch their hamstrings considerably.
Most ofﬁce-based work environments cause
hamstrings to shorten due to the considerable time
spent seated. This inhibits the paddler’s ability to
stay tucked tight. This is especially obvious when
inverted in the kayak and only the strength in their
abs is being used to keep them close to the deck.
Tension in the hamstrings will have to be resisted
by extra strong abs or they will fall downwards
away from the deck.

Physical ﬁtness plays a crucial role in rolling.
D’oh! It’s not exactly rocket science! However,
many people don’t seem to realize that lack of
ﬂexibility and strength can make certain rolls
considerably harder, if not practically impossible.
To be able to perform the majority of Greenland
rolls there are three areas of ﬂexibility that can
help: torso rotation, hamstring stretch and lower
back ﬂexibility. Abdominal muscle strength is key,
including the obliques.

For the Standard Greenland Roll, hamstring
stretch is only important during the set-up phase.
The roll is best started tucked low on the foredeck.
This will allow the boat to rotate freely and will
decrease the splash created by the paddler
entering the water. To check hamstring ﬂexibility,
just do a simple toe-touching exercise seated
on dry land. Ensure they keep a straight back so
you know it’s not their back ﬂexing that you are
witnessing. Ideally, the paddler’s hands should
extend beyond their feet while keeping their back
straight. This will allow them to get their chest and
chin onto the deck when necessary for set-up or
forward ﬁnishing recovery.

Torso rotation

Lower back ﬂexibility

For the standard Greenland Roll I consider torso
rotation to be the ﬁrst critical focus area. When
the paddler is seated normally in the kayak, have
them rotate from their core and see how far they
can twist and rotate their shoulders. Ideally, their
shoulders should be able to become parallel to the
boat’s keel. The importance of this is not readily
apparent to the learning roller. The effect of torso
rotation is best demonstrated by having them out
of their boat and swimming. Have them ﬁrst lie
on their back. Their nose and mouth above the

Lower back ﬂexibility is also a key element to
getting low during the recovery phase of both
forward ﬁnishing and layback rolls. The greater
the distance between the base of the seat and the
rim of the cockpit, the more ﬂexible the paddler’s
back will need to be to bend over and be low on
the deck. This is best checked while the paddler
is in their boat on the shore. Have them layback
and then measure the gap. Showing the paddler
how far off they are from the deck will help them
understand the importance of stretching exercises.

Physical ﬁtness
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Abdominal strength
Rolling requires good core strength. Pulling the
torso onto the back deck uses a combination of
many muscles, but most importantly the obliques.
A paddler with weak obliques may ﬁnd they can
get into the balance brace but never recover.
Weak abdominal muscles will result in greater
dependence on the paddle for righting momentum,
which will subsequently prevent the paddler from
progressing to harder rolls. Abdominal strength is
an essential component of rolls such as the Storm
Roll, where they are used to keep the paddler close
to the deck throughout the roll.

Too much arm strength
Strong arms are used by many paddlers to overcome
deﬁciencies in their core ﬂexibility and strength.
While this may allow them to get ‘a roll’, they will
not be rolling well, will probably hurt themselves
and will become frustrated when challenged by
more advanced rolls that cannot be completed by
thuggery alone. Help the paddler see why developing
ﬂexibility and strength will help their rolling, and they
will become much more proﬁcient. When you ﬁnd
a paddler who does not have the requisite ﬂexibility
to complete the Standard Greenland Roll, think
about other rolls instead. For example, the Storm
or Continuous Rolls can be good starting rolls for
someone with poor torso rotation.

Mental obstacles
It’s not all in the mind, but the mind can certainly
get in the way of one’s ability to roll.

Worry
Flexibility and muscle control are essential for
successful rolling. When a new paddler is worried
about their ability to complete a roll, they will
inevitably tense their muscles and not relax.
Being relaxed and calm while rolling will give the
paddler the necessary time to achieve the correct
posture and, in the words of Roy Martin, “let the
water’s ﬁngers do their work”. The body’s natural
buoyancy will, if allowed, help right the kayak as
the paddler ﬂoats up to the surface. If the paddler
is stiff and tense, they can hold themselves in
a tight tuck and not achieve the relaxed prone
posture that will lead to successful rolls.
For some paddlers, worry equals hurry. Worried
about their ability to breath, they hurry through the

motions in order to get their head above water.
Most people do not use good posture when
hurrying rolls. They make compromises and use
strength rather than ﬁnesse. Greenland rolling is
rarely about strength. Slow, deliberate and relaxed
body movements are the key.
So how can you help a new roller relax? First
help them learn their own hang time. Out of the
kayak, get them to practice holding their breath
underwater. Don’t let them push themselves too
far, as the consequences of becoming starved of
oxygen are grave. Show them how easy it is for
them to hold their breath for 10–20 seconds, which
is ample to perform any roll. Build their conﬁdence
slowly by not allowing them to rush to complete a
full roll. Use a progression of learning techniques
to build their conﬁdence in their ability. Do not have
them wet exit after every failure. Save them with a
‘hand-of-God’ rescue, or better yet stand next to
them in the water and just right them. You can also
help them feel secure by keeping a hand on the
shoulder or PFD throughout the practice so they
know you are going to ‘save’ them if they get the
posture wrong.

Haste
Whether a consequence of worry or simply a belief
that they should be able to roll, many paddlers rush
themselves. This manifests in two ways: ﬁrst, their
movements are swift underwater and secondly,
they attempt to practice movements and rolls that
are beyond their ability.
In order to temper haste I like to help the paddler
progress through a deﬁned path, and make small
yet signiﬁcant steps frequently. For example: “How
about we get you doing a balance brace today?”
or “Let’s work on that layback recovery” or “How
about focusing on sculling to help your sweep
during the roll?”
The positive reinforcement a paddler feels by
accomplishing a small goal can help them ‘buy in
to’ a program of incremental steps towards rolling.
Articulate the steps you propose and then help
them achieve the ﬁrst one.

Frustration
Rolling is not easy. Getting a ﬁrst roll is even harder.
Losing a roll that once was achieved can drive a

paddler quickly to frustration. Paddlers who once
had a roll tend to try to relearn their roll by rolling.
It makes sense to them, but unfortunately it is a
hard way to recover a roll. Going back to the core
practices, relearning the postures and redeveloping
the muscle memory of the roll manoeuvres is
usually a more effective way of relearning than
repetitive attempts (that fail) of the roll. It can be
difﬁcult to offer advice to the frustrated as they
‘know’ what they are doing wrong and may not
be in the right frame of mind to listen to advice,
however well meaning. Having someone observe
the roll will probably identify the issue far quicker
than the paddler can themselves. If you see a
paddler struggling in this manner, try to intervene
early as the longer the frustration builds, the harder
time you will have getting through to them. If you
have a video camera then ﬁlm them failing so that
you can show them the issue, then they may not
be as defensive.

Aggression
Some people react to challenges with aggression
and displays of strength and speed. Strength nor
speed is going to help someone learn to roll well,
however. Don’t get me wrong, a can-do attitude is
helpful – but ﬁghting with the boat and water will
not get you rolling well. I frequently see displays
of strength as a kayak rockets upright with a
massive heave on the paddle. The paddlers may
feel victorious but it is not a sustainable way to roll:
the potential of damaging the vulnerable muscles
and ligaments around the shoulder is huge when
rolling inefﬁciently. Additionally, the paddlers rarely
recover into a position that will provide them with
any stability, increasing the likelihood of a rinse and
repeat cycle, should any wave conditions exist.
Different personalities react differently to the
various obstacles. I have had some luck with
people who are motivated by challenges. Phrases
like “I bet you can do that slowly”; make them see
rolling properly as the challenge, not just righting
the kayak any old way.

Stubbornness
Let’s face it: some paddler’s bodies are not
ideally suited for some rolls. They don’t have
the necessary ﬂexibility or strength. In some
instances, a paddler’s kayak set-up may make
learning to roll extremely challenging. Yet many

demonstrate a “dammit! I am going to roll my
boat!” attitude. They don’t want to hear that they
will have a tough time doing it. Similarly, when
their roll is not working, how often have you heard
“Well, <insert favourite coach’s name> showed
me this way at <insert favourite symposium>”.
When someone is convinced they know the
answer, and you disagree, I ﬁnd the best outcome
is not to focus on challenging the paddler’s
position. Instead, focus on a different manoeuvre
(sometimes even a different roll) and through this
practice show them the success they need to
trust that you might actually be worthy of their
attention. Then, just maybe, you can overcome
their earlier stubbornness.
Without question, becoming comfortable and
relaxed with the idea of hanging upside down
in the kayak, providing themselves the time to
orientate their body and mind, will help paddlers
get their ﬁrst roll.

Summary
Many obstacles to learning a ﬁrst roll exist. The
good news is that the obstacles described in this
article can be overcome by the individual and,
once removed, the progression of learning will
be easier and more successful. When rolling is
taught holistically, starting with making sure the
right equipment is being used before physically
and mentally preparing the paddler, they will learn
to roll faster and more successfully than if these
challenges are overlooked.
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